article attempts to address the detailed process of Utzon's cross-cultural practices for his design of the Bagsvaerd Church in order to reveal how Utzon interpreted specific ideas, ideals, and artefacts from East Asian building culture.
To elucidate the above unsolved issues and examine the precise role of Chinese and Japanese architecture in Utzon's design of Bagsvaerd Church, the authors have consulted both the Utzon Archives and the family collection of material from his architectural career, while conducting interviews with Utzon's former assistants and his son Jan Utzon. These new primary sources have allowed the authors to review Utzon's design process critically and analyse the architect's perception and representation of various ideas, ideals, and artefacts of Chinese and Japanese building culture. This article scrutinises the varied roles played by Chinese and Japanese building culture in the formation of Utzon's architectural creations and in bringing his architectural philosophy and design principles to maturity. It contextualises the importance of China and Japan in relation to the evolution of his architectural career in general and his design process of Bagsvaerd Church in particular. It is important to note that the ideas and ideals that Utzon derived from his perception of China and Japan were dynamic and complex. Certainly, they were not fixed and unchanging, and they played diverse roles in Utzon's architectural creations, both before and after the Bagsvaerd Church project. For Utzon, refining his architectural philosophy and updating
more. A refined addition to the expression of the platform in the Japanese house is the horizontal emphasis provided by the movements of the sliding doors and screens, and the black pattern made by the edges of the floor mats accentuate the surface.
An almost violent, but highly effective and wonderful contrast to this calm, linear, natural coloured architecture is created by the Japanese manifesto, including two sections that indicated 'Chinese houses and temples', 'a traditional Japanese house', the scene of clouds and the oceanic horizon, and two curved roof forms in the air and a roof/ earthwork juxtaposition [3] . 5 Utzon's words in 6 Jørn Utzon, detailed section from preliminary design for the Sydney Opera House, 1958.
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Chinese art and architecture, as well as the core of Chinese culture. To Lin Yutang, the irregularity and expressivity of Chinese calligraphic strokes reflected how Chinese artists were searching for and representing the organic forms and phenomena of nature, both of which expressed 'the animistic principle or rhythmic vitality'. According to Utzon's sketches, the architect intended to share the perceived natural phenomena in Oahu beach with people entering his church [2 refers]. His design intention can be seen to parallel Lin Yutang's humanistic conceptualisation of the ultimate purpose of Chinese art and architectural practices, which was, to bring nature back to those had been constrained in their urban habitats.
17 This suggests that the Bagsvaerd Church was Utzon's spiritualisation of perceived natural phenomena: a sacred place set in an urban environment for people to approach a metaphorical and healing nature. Utzon also proposed patterns of fish and birds next to the cross in his early study of the church's altar screen, further emphasising natural phenomena within a Christian setting as well as alluding to traditional Christian symbols [12] .
Chinese and Japanese architecture studied in section Utzon represented 'Chinese houses and temples' as a monumental roof/earthwork juxtaposition without any column in-between. This conception was based on an understanding of Chinese building culture, which he arrived at largely through the study of the works of his mentor, Finish-born and Sweden-based art historian Osvald Sirén (1879 Sirén ( -1966 . 18 Sirén's works emphasised the roof and podium as the two most important elements of Chinese architecture, with the columns occupying an inferior role, both in terms of visual and structural expression. 19 His books included descriptions of the Chinese roof -an expressive and flexible wooden construction system of stepped-beams that could be extended or adjusted to various situations [13] . 20 Sirén argued that the sectional drawing was crucial for studying the architectonics of Chinese architecture in general and its roof forms in particular.
21
Sirén's conceptualisation of the Chinese roof served as an ideological foundation for Utzon studying the subject through his 1925 edition of 24 Yoshida's drawing of a Japanese house was the most authentic precedent for Utzon's sketch of 'a traditional Japanese house' in 'Platforms and Plateaus' [3, 20] . Both illustrations stressed 'a horizontal emphasis' of the Japanese house by indicating its raised wooden floor with large horizontal sliding doors and windows. In Das Japanische Wohnhaus, Yoshida conceptualised the symbiosis between architecture and landscape, especially represented by the numerous illustrations of Katsura Imperial Villa and Japanese houses. 
32
The analogy seen in Utzon's dualistic design concept reconfirmed the importance of Sirén's writings in influencing Utzon's architecture. 33 For Sirén, Chinese successful. Utzon was forced to abandon the earlier scheme and replace it with a frame-panel system that had in-situ concrete columns and horizontally laid precast concrete planks [24] . This new system represented his understanding and reinterpretation of columns and cladding elements seen in Japanese vernacular tradition as documented in Yoshida's and Engel's work. This further informed the eventual design for the Bagsvaerd Church, which gradually became a combination of Japanese-inspired precast concrete elements defined by a grid system to form a floor and a Chinese-inspired curved in-situ concrete shell shaped by a series of cylinders to form a roof. Utzon's dualistic design concept can be traced back to the designs of his own house in Hellebaek (1952) and the Middelboe House (1955). Utzon explained his use of load-bearing yellow brickwork for the walls and podium at Hellebaek, which contrasted with the black painted timber frame of the roof form, with reference to Chinese dualism as expressed by the juxtaposition of two distinct architectonic formations: the curved roof was combined and contrasted with the vertical and angular columns below. In city planning, the central axis of Imperial Beijing was in contrast with the asymmetric layout on its two sides.
The dualistic built forms
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The concept of Chinese dualism and its exemplification in architectonic formation became one of the rationales behind Utzon's sketch of two twisted floating forms symbolising his design concept in 1962 'Platforms and Plateaus' [3] . Although Utzon seemed to never deliver a clear explanation for this sketch, by implication it was aligned with his representation of 'Chinese houses and temples', as a pair of distinct forms combined and contrasting with each other. Utzon designed without side stages due to the narrowness of the site at Bennelong Point, it was necessary to create the special stage machinery for facilitating the performances [25] . This added special challenges to designing the two Main Halls and elevated building costs. Meanwhile, the extruding monolithic volumes of two stage towers -'secondary' spaces -standing on top of the Opera House platform -'primary' zoneappeared to blur the principle of Utzon's functional dichotomy. Some may further question why Utzon proposed the experimental theatre inside the Opera House podium -the 'secondary' zone. This too seemed to be against his stated design principles. Indeed, similar circumstances were detected in Utzon's 'Platforms and Plateaus' projects proposed in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Many of these projects were shaped with an approximately square layout and a central court, as seen as the competition proposal for the Market in Elineberg (1960), the High The hierarchy of spaces and built forms Following the Chinese-inspired dualistic design principle, Utzon not only divided his Opera House forms into the roof and podium but he also shaped its interior with two distinct zones:
In the Sydney Opera House scheme, the idea has been to let the platform cut through like a knife and separate primary and secondary functions completely. On top of the platform the spectators receive the completed work of art and beneath the platform every preparation for it takes place.
38
However, in reality, Utzon's ideas of 'cutting' his Opera House into upper 'primary' and lower 'secondary' zone seemed to not perform perfectly for many reasons. By dividing the 'primary' and 'secondary' spaces in this way, the connection between the two zones relied largely upon the facility's service cores. In particular, since the two side-by-side Main Halls of Utzon's Opera House were podium at Højstrup, it was difficult for Utzon to formulate a coherent structural system of roof forms that embraced the main auditorium, galleries, and classrooms. In the case of the World Exhibition at Copenhagen, difficulties seen in his design for Sydney Opera House also appear: the 'primary' theatres on top of the podium were literally open to their outdoor surroundings, and one side of the 'secondary' zone within the podium was totally without any opening. Moreover, it would have been Utzon's continuous study of the building complexes of 'Chinese houses and temples' served as one of the important inspirational sources for making his dualistic organisation of spaces and forms sophisticated and hierarchical. The plan of the Supreme Harmony Hall, the front hall of the three large halls at the centre of Forbidden City of Imperial Beijing that Utzon studied during his 1958 trip to China, served as a geometric principle for the design of the ground floor of the Melli Bank [29] .
39
The Hall's two side galleries further inspired Utzon to shape the bank's 'secondary' zones with a similar formation by allocating its 'primary' space at the centre [27 refers]. Moreover, Utzon's articulated spatial transition at Melli was aligned with his onsite experiences of the court of the 'Three Large Halls' in Imperial Beijing, as well as other monumental building complexes in China.
40 These building complexes are shaped by side galleries and have narrow fronts and long depths. They are organised around a ceremonial central axis and have a passage that interconnects with a series of hierarchical monumental roof/earthwork juxtapositions, defining the large public domain at the front and centre and a small private area at the back and two sides [29] . In the designs of these three theatre projects, Utzon created a series of interconnected courts, atriums, and grand staircases located on a central axis leading towards the main auditorium. These 'primary' spaces were surrounded by 'secondary' rooms, such as side galleries and backstage areas, and all were shaped within a complex that had a narrow front and a long depth. This simple planning logic made Utzon's three theatre buildings impractical for Utzon to arrange all auditoriums on one side of his podium and all atriums on the other in order to fully satisfy his dualistic aesthetics.
From multiple perspectives, Utzon's design for the Melli Bank (1958) presented an important transformation of his dualistic design principle and became a key precedent for the Bagsvaerd Church [27] . With the two side walls shaping a narrow front and a long depth, the ground floor of the bank design presented a hierarchical spatial transition from inside to outside, and from the 'primary' domain in the front, to the 'secondary' zone in the back. With the suspended roof beams above and grand staircases below, the bank's ground floor directly recalled Utzon's sketch of people ascending and descending between a roof/earthwork juxtaposition that was intrinsic to his theme of 'Platforms and Plateaus' [28, 3] , as well as his sketches of people descending to the oceanic horizon 'inside' his Bagsvaerd Church [2] . capable of receiving mass audiences within the 'primary' domain at the front, while the preparatory work for the performance was accommodated in the 'secondary' areas at the back. Between the 'primary' and 'secondary' area of each building complex, there was a hierarchical spatial transition shaped by a series of Utzon's representative roof forms above a monolithic earthwork. The stage inside the main auditorium was the culmination of the whole spatial transition. Comparing this with Utzon's Sydney Opera House design, one of the most significant changes detected was that the architect rotated the orientation of the main auditoria and placed their backstage areas at the back of the building complex. This allowed visitors to easily approach the main theatres without turning their approaching orientation and passing by the stage towers. Meanwhile, the staff and performers were provided with a sufficient 'secondary' zone behind the stage. Importantly, these three theatre projects presented the evolution of Utzon's design principle: the distinct roof/earthwork juxtaposition has been gradually transformed into one single system coordinating the whole building with representative components. In this case, the Wolfsburg project presented a clear modularity and composition principle for producing the standardised elements both for its roof and podium. Despite the fact that none of Utzon's theatre projects were realised, his Bagsvaerd Church was the synthetic conclusion of these early designs. The main church at Bagsvaerd was symbolically a 'theatre', and its altar was the 'stage' with a series of 'secondary' rooms behind [15 refers]. 
The architectural idioms of Chinese
Conclusion
Utzon's initial ideas for the Bagsvaerd Church were developed from the dualistic set of roof form and earthwork. The church's roof forms, constituted by an in-situ concrete shell structure, were closely related to his understanding of Chinese architecture and his unrealised plywood-box-beam scheme for the Sydney Opera House. The panelframe system of the church's earthwork was seen to be related to Utzon's knowledge of traditional Japanese houses and their design principle of modular and standardised elements within a floor grid system. At the same time, Utzon's roof/ earthwork juxtaposition at Bagsvaerd presented his Chinese-inspired dualism and represented the design principle of his unrealised theatre projects explored in his early manifesto 'Platforms and Plateaus'. In these projects, Utzon's dualistic setting of roof and earthwork was transformed into a sophisticated hierarchical organisation of representative forms and spaces to accommodate the complexity of large institutional buildings. These important but never realised theatre projects became precedents for Utzon's Bagsvaerd Church, which was further enriched by Utzon's understanding of Chinese Buddhist monasteries, a topic introduced to him by Johannes Prip-Møller. Significantly, Utzon's Bagsvaerd Church design presents the received ideas, ideals, and artefacts of China and Japan encapsulated in a dynamic complex. They played diverse roles in Utzon's Bagsvaerd Church design, as well as in other important projects before and after. These projects and Utzon's growing understanding of Chinese and Japanese building culture closely reflected how his architectural philosophy was nurtured and why his design principles changed, especially in the transition from the Sydney Opera House project to 'Platforms and Plateaus', a revolutionary theme that his Bagsvaerd Church design vividly presents. Thus, acknowledging Utzon's perception and representation of Chinese and Japanese architecture acts to contextualise and heighten the significance of Bagsvaerd Church in the evolution of his architectural career. monasteries located at their remote sites and as represented in Prip-Møller's photographs. [34] . Moreover, the formation of the gabled roofs to the side corridors surrounding the church recalled the roof tile cladding of the side walls of Hui Chu Ssu [35] . Utzon's glass roofs to the church corridors may also have been the result of his study of Prip-Møller's photograph on 'Corridor between Abbot's Quarters and Ko Ching' [36] . Thus, Utzon's corridors were semi-detached from outdoor phenomena -only the sky was present, Rhetorically, his Bagsvaerd Church was represented as a large Buddhist complex composed of various small buildings.
At the entrance court of Utzon's Bagsvaerd Church, the expanded corridor surrounding the edge of building was created for dividing and further enclosing the outdoor space. A similar layout can be seen in Prip-Møller's photograph of a 'court in front of Fa Tang 
